Infrastructure Facility Tours #1

Road Infrastructure Tour in and around Tokyo

Place to Visit:  
- Traffic Control Center, Metropolitan Police Department  
- Renewal works of Shutoko (Metropolitan Expressway) in Haneda Line  
  (http://www.shutoko.co.jp/en/index/)  
- Construction site of Tokyo Outer Ring Road

The Tokyo metropolitan area (13,570 km²), which is one of the largest urban areas in the world, has been developed with the road network to serve industry, commerce, and daily life. The road infrastructure has been continuously constructed, inspected, and renewed. Advanced road traffic control systems have been introduced for the efficient operation of the road network and to offer traffic information 24/7.

In this tour, you can explore the latest road planning, design, construction, and operation and maintenance technology and road traffic control systems in Japan. Visits will be made to Traffic Control Center, renewal works of Shutoko (Metropolitan Expressway) and construction site of Tokyo Outer Ring Road.

Date: FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 2019  
Time: One Day Trip (9:00 am – 6:15 pm)  
Fees: ¥5,000. - (including Lunch)  
Tour Capacity: 25 people (Minimum: 10 people)  
Dress: Casual and Comfortable  
(NO slippers, sandals, open-toe shoes or high heels.)  
Note: The above plan is subject to change without notice.